CALICE Test Beams

2011: FNAL MTEST beamline

April/May: SiW ECAL + DHCAL

Details of activity from the shift crew is kept in the elog.

Displays of some events can be found here.

2010: FNAL MTEST beamline

DHCAL

2009: FNAL MTEST beamline

ScECAL + AHCAL

2008: FNAL MTEST beamline

Two running periods: 7-27 May and 7-29 July, both with SiW ECAL and AHCAL

You can see follow the activity using the live network cameras in the testbeam area, the TCMT power supply and the Control room.

Details of activity from the shift crew is kept in the elog.

Full details of the beam test are maintained at the See official FNAL testbeam web, with complementary information also available in the 2008 beamtest pages (DESY).

See also FNAL PR photos of the installation.

2007: CERN H6 beamline

There were two running periods in 2007: 28 June - 25 July and 01-22 August, SiW ECAL and HCAL.

Data taking exceeded expectations, for full details of data taken, pictures of the installation, and summaries of the data accumulated, see the 2007 CERN testbeam pages.

-- NigelWatson - 07 Jun 2008